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Home security, it’s in the
palm of your hand

EURO 46 V10

An integrated solution that protects
what matters most

Your home, your security, your way
Keeping your home safe and secure is as important to us as it is
to you. Our EURO 46 V10 delivers a security solution which we’ll
completely tailor to the needs of your property, while providing you
with remote control and monitoring functions via our ProControl+
smart device application.

A system that grows with you

Upgrade existing systems and retrofit

With our EURO 46 V10 system, we can add up to 76
security and safety devices to meet the needs of your
property. This capacity allows the system to grow
with you; whether to add outdoor detection for early
warnings of potential intruders as they approach your
property, or to cover any extensions or outbuildings
you may decide to add. We’ve got you covered.

The EURO 46 V10 can be installed from scratch, or it
can upgrade and retrofit an existing wired system;
reusing wiring and detectors that are already fitted
to save you money, minimise disruption and add the
benefits of ProControl+.

A hybrid panel gives you the
best of both

Wide range of security and
safety devices

Although the EURO 46 V10 is a wired system, wireless
devices can also be added for maximum flexibility.
So, if there are areas where running cables is too
impractical or invasive, or if more devices need to be
added, the system’s hybrid capability allows wireless
devices to be quickly and easily fitted, without fuss.

We offer an extensive range of wired and wireless
devices to tailor the perfect system for you. From
indoor detectors and life safety sensors, to outdoor
detectors and door and window contacts, we’ve got
the perfect device for the perfect security solution.
Your security is our priority.

ProControl+
Our smart device application provides you with a wealth of benefits - integrating
security and video into one, so that you can access, control and monitor your
security on the go from anywhere. Arm and disarm, view live camera streams,
check event history and much more:

Video verification
We can link your security devices with cameras for full video verification of system activity. This
provides you with a notification alerting you to the activation, alongside a 25-second video showing
you 15 seconds pre-alarm and 10 seconds post-alarm, so that you can truly verify what’s happening
and take appropriate action.

Flexible levels of access
The level of control each app-user has over the system
can be fully customised to suit your preferences. So,
for example, if you’d like your children or other family
members to be able to arm and disarm the system,
but wouldn’t want them to access cameras or receive
notifications, no problem. However you’d like the
system configured, we’ll take care of it.

Contact us today to find out more about
security for your home and family.

Selectable push and voice
push notifications
For added flexibility and choice, each smart device can
be configured to receive only the specific notifications
you want and you can even choose whether to receive
them as a standard push or a voice push notification.
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